The ferocity of volcanic eruptions -their penchant for either effusive or explosive behaviour -is to a large extent a matter of the ease with which volatiles are able to escape the volcanic system. Of particular importance are the mechanisms by which permeable networks within magma are fabricated and how they permit gas escape, thereby diffusing possibly calamitous explosions. Here, we present a series of experiments that confirms sample-scale fracture propagation and permeability development during shearing viscous flow of initially impermeable, bubble-bearing (<0.20 bubble fraction) magmas under conditions pertinent to volcanic conduits. These samples are deformed in torsion at constant shear strain rates until an applied differential pore fluid pressure across the sample equilibrates, confirming permeability development in situ. Permeability develops at moderate to high shear strain rates (γ > 2 × 10 −4 s −1 ). At moderate shear strain rates (2 × 10 −4 s −1 <γ < 4.5 × 10 −4 s −1 ), permeability initiates at high strain (γ > 3) via en échelon Mode I fractures produced by repeated fracture events. At high shear strain rates (γ > 4.5 × 10 −4 s −1 ), permeability develops shortly after the onset of inelastic deformation and is, again, established through a series of en échelon Mode I fractures. Critically, strain is not immediately localized on Mode I fractures, making them long-lived and efficient outgassing channels that are ideally oriented for directing volatiles from the central conduit upward and outward toward the conduit rim. Indeed, Mode I fracture arrays may prove necessary for dissipating gas overpressures in the central regions of the magma column, which are considered difficult to outgas. These experiments highlight mechanisms that are likely active along conduit margins and constrain previously postulated processes under truly applicable conditions.
Introduction
The ease of gas escape from a volcanic system exerts a fundamental control on eruption style (Eichelberger et al., 1986; Woods and Koyaguchi, 1994) . The effusion of silicic magmas occurs when magma is efficiently outgassed, curbing overpressure development and avoiding magma fragmentation, whereas, explosive eruptions and attendant fragmentation occur, in part, when magma is unable to sustain the shear stresses to which it is exposed. Thus, the conditions under which permeability develops within a rising and, therefore, deforming magma column are also conditions under which gas overpressure development and explosive behaviour may be avoided.
Porosity in magmas initially develops from decompression - (Sparks, 1978) and thermally-induced (Lavallée et al., 2015) vesiculation of isolated, pressurized bubbles, which supply the buoy- (a) 2D grain size distribution for the starting HPG8 powder. We defined the grain size by the length of the longest axis of the powder grains. The powder grain size is <90 μm, with a dominant grain size of 2 μm. (b) 2D bubble radius distribution for the synthesized bubble-bearing magma. The polydisperse bubbles have a maximum and peak radius of 25 μm and 2 μm, respectively. (c) SEM image of PP506, after synthesis. The rose diagram gives the orientations, θ , of the semi-major axes of the bubbles in the starting material, where θ is angle between the bubble semi-major axis and the shear zone boundary (the permeable spacer interface). Bubble/grain size distributions and orientations were determined by image analysis (using ImageJ) of SEM images. We note that, assuming the argon pore fluid behaves as an ideal gas under the experimental conditions described in the text, the isobaric decompression of the samples led to a 4-fold increase in total porosity and an increase in bubble radius by a factor of 1.6. as tuffisite veins; e.g. Stasiuk et al., 1996; Tuffen et al., 2003; Castro et al., 2012) . These fractures act as efficient transport networks for fluid flow, though repeated fracture events may be necessary to maintain permeability (e.g. Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005; Castro et al., 2012; Shields et al., 2016) . Indeed, low-frequency earthquakes at conduit margins suggest that the occurrence of such fracture events is not unusual (e.g. Goto, 1999; Tuffen et al., 2003; Thomas and Neuberg, 2012) . Unfortunately, shear-induced deformation along conduit walls may be relatively inefficient at outgassing the conduit centre (e.g. Castro et al., 2012; Gaunt et al., 2014) and strain localization along shear fractures may even limit further outgassing, eventually shutting off the permeable network lining the conduit rim (Okumura et al., 2010) .
Several experimental studies have investigated permeability development as magma is deformed in simple shear. Permeability development facilitated by shear-induced bubble coalescence in magmas with moderate to high bubble fractions (>0.20) has been demonstrated experimentally (e.g. Okumura et al., 2008) . At low bubble fraction (<0.20), crystal-assisted strain localization can result in bubble coalescence, locally increasing strain rates and inciting cataclastic behaviour that produces Riedel shear geometries (Laumonier et al., 2011) . While shear-induced bubble coalescence and outgassing have been inferred in bubble-bearing phonolites containing less than 0.02 bubble fraction (Caricchi et al., 2011) , outgassing in two-and three-phase magmas with low bubble fractions (<0.20) appears to be most efficiently facilitated by the development of helical shear fractures Shields et al., 2014) . Shields et al. (2014) demonstrated that these helical fractures were composed of extension fractures (otherwise termed tensions gashes) oriented approximately perpendicular to the shear direction. Significantly, in the majority of these studies, gas escape was inferred postmortem (that is, post-experiment) by an overall reduction in bubble content Shields et al., 2014) and dissolved volatiles in the melt phase (Shields et al., 2014) , making it difficult to identify when and by what mechanisms permeability developed. In particular, sample-scale permeability development in shearing viscous flow via fracture development has not yet been confirmed in situ.
The purpose of this study is to begin to experimentally constrain permeability-producing processes previously postulated to be active at conduit margins. We demonstrate the mechanisms by which permeability develops in rhyolitic magmas of relatively low bubble fraction under conditions pertinent to volcanic conduits. We characterize permeability development in situ during simple shear of an initially impermeable, haplogranitic, two-phase (bubble and melt) magma as a function of shear strain rate. Further, we associate permeability development with microstructure to identify what mechanisms may influence volcanic behaviour in a natural setting.
Methods
Bubble-bearing magma analogues were synthesized and deformed in simple shear using an internally heated, gas-medium (argon) Paterson deformation apparatus equipped with a torsion motor and pore fluid pressure system (Paterson and Olgaard, 2000;  Australian Scientific Instruments Pty Ltd; at ISTO, Orléans, France). Each experiment was performed in two steps: i) sample synthesis and ii) sample deformation, detailed below.
Starting material synthesis
To achieve a homogeneous, reproducible, bubble-bearing magma, we synthesized each sample prior to deformation. The anhydrous silicate melt had an haplogranitic composition (HPG8; prepared by Schott AG, Germany; see Supplementary Material for composition) and was chosen because it is rheologically wellcharacterized (Hess et al., 2001) and, as the eutectic composition of the quartz-albite-orthoclase system (Holtz et al., 1992) , can be deformed at relatively low temperature without crystallisation perturbing its rheology. The HPG8 glass was ground in an agate mechanical grinder and sieved to below 90 μm; this polydisperse powder had a dominant grain length of 2 μm (determined by image analysis, see below for details; Fig. 1A ). For each experiment, 1.5 g of HPG8 powder was placed between two permeable ceramic spacers (Umicore Mullite ceramic; connected porosity, φ c = 0.17; permeability, k = 2.7 × 10 −16 m 2 ) that were 15 mm in diameter and jacketed in a 0.2 mm thick iron sleeve ( Fig. 2A) . The sample was placed in the deformation apparatus and pressurized argon gas was introduced into the interstitial space between grains via the pore fluid system (Fig. 2B) .
The gas was trapped as bubbles by sintering the powder. To facilitate quick synthesis, we chose to synthesize the magma at T = 1150 • C using a heating rate of 10 • C/min (Fig. 3A) . The sample was located in an isothermal zone (±2 • C) and was monitored using a N-type thermocouple placed 3 mm above the sample. During bubble synthesis, the confining pressure ( P c ) and pore fluid pressure ( P f ) were both equal to 310 MPa, resulting in an effective pressure ( P eff = P c − P f ) equal to 0 MPa (Fig. 3A ). This effective pressure ensured that the sample's cylindrical geometry was preserved as the powder sintered.
Given the grain size distribution of the HPG8 powder, we can constrain the characteristic timescale for sintering of droplets of a high viscosity liquid (Wadsworth et al., 2014) : λ s = Rη o Γ , where R is the particle radius, η o is the melt viscosity, and Γ is the surface tension between the melt and gas phase. The viscosity of HPG8 at 1150 • C is extrapolated from Hess et al. (2001) and is found to be The grey box indicates when deformation occurred, after the sample was brought to equilibrium with the pressure and temperature conditions. In this example, the pore fluid pressures equilibrate across the sample, representing permeability development. Deformation is in right lateral shear. The sample picture is of experiment PP512, after deformation. 
d and l are the sample diameter and length, respectively, after deformation; P Ci is the confining pressure during starting material synthesis (equal to the pore fluid pressure during synthesis); P Cd , P u , and P d are the confining, upstream pore fluid, and downstream pore fluid pressures, respectively, during deformation; T is the temperature at which deformation occurred; γ is the shear strain rate at the sample periphery (s.m. denotes the starting material and was not deformed); γ is the final strain achieved during the experiment based on sample geometry; η app is the apparent viscosity of the sample at γ = 1; and k denotes whether permeability was established during the course of deformation. 10 7.0 Pa s. For a maximum grain size of 90 μm and assuming Γ = 0.3 N/m (Bagdassarov et al., 2000) , λ s is approximately 25 min.
After one hour, the sample was isothermally decompressed to 60 MPa at an average rate of 5 MPa/min, while keeping P eff = 0 MPa (Fig. 3A ). Decompression allowed bubble expansion, resulting in a two-phase magma containing polydisperse bubbles with a peak and maximum bubble radius of 2 μm and 25 μm, respectively ( Fig. 1B) . The timescale of relaxation, λ b , for the bubbles was calcu-
where a is the bubble radius (Mader et al., 2013) . For a maximum bubble radius of 25 μm and using a melt viscosity of 10 7.0 Pa s, the relaxation timescale of the bubbles was 14 min. The sample was allowed to equilibrate for 1 h at 1150 • C to ensure that all bubbles attained spherical geometries (Fig. 1C ).
Following bubble entrapment and decompression-induced expansion, the sample temperature was decreased to 880 • C at 10 • C/min (see below). The pore fluid pressure was isolated from the confining pressure and the pore fluid pressures upstream ( P u ) and downstream ( P d ) of the sample were lowered to 25 and 20 MPa, respectively (Fig. 3A) . The sample was confirmed to be impermeable if these two pressures did not equilibrate; each sample was then isobarically quenched to room temperature at 43 • C/min. X-ray computed tomography (XCT; Phoenix NanoTOM, ISTO, Orléans, France) confirmed the absence of through-going cooling fractures and that the sample was homogeneously vesicular. All samples were ∼15 mm in diameter, between 4 and 7 mm long, had an average total porosity of 0.14 ± 0.01, and a bubble number density of 0.002 μm −2 (as determined by image analysis, see below).
Deformation in simple shear
After synthesis and XCT imaging, straight lines were scribed along the length of the sample assembly jacket to act as passive strain markers, as well as to indicate if any strain was accommodated by slip along the spacer interfaces during deformation.
The viscosity of the melt phase at 1150 • C was too low for deformation to be readily measured in the Paterson apparatus, therefore, we elected to perform all deformation experiments at 880 • C, where the viscosity of anhydrous HPG8 is ∼10 11.0 Pa s (Hess et al., 2001) . Impermeable samples were put back into the Paterson apparatus, placed under pressure such that P c = P f = 60 MPa, and heated to 880 • C at 10 • C/min ( Fig. 3B ). At 880 • C, the confining and pore fluid pressures were isolated from each other and the pore fluid pressure was lowered such that P f = 25 MPa (except in one experiment where P f = 40 MPa, see Supplementary Material; Fig. 3B ). P u and P d were then isolated from each other and the differential pressure ( P ) across the sample was set to 5 MPa (Fig. 3B ). This served to confirm that the sample was impermeable and the experiment continued under these conditions. We note that because the porosity in all samples was initially unconnected, the pressure in the bubbles was equal to the P c (i.e. ∼60 MPa), thus, the P eff of the sample was 0 MPa as long as the sample remained impermeable.
Samples were deformed in right-lateral simple shear at shear strain rates, γ , between 9.9 × 10 −5 and 8.1 × 10 −4 s −1 (Table 1) .
Deformation was terminated once samples became permeable (signalled by the equalization of P u and P d across the sample; Fig. 3B ) or once deformation was in excess of a total bulk shear strain, γ , of ∼7. At this viscosity, the relaxation timescale (λ b ) for bubbles with 25 μm radius is 96 days; none of our experiments exceeded 25 h, ensuring that the experiments were performed in the unsteady flow regime (Llewellin et al., 2002) . Since samples were isobarically quenched on a timescale λ b , we conclude that the deformation microstructures were preserved for microstructural analysis. During deformation, the centre of the sample experienced zero torque and, therefore, zero strain; both strain and strain rate increased radially toward the sample exterior (Paterson and Olgaard, 2000) . The torque applied to the sample was measured using an internal load cell with calibrated linear variable differential transformers (LVDT). Measured torque was corrected for the strength of the iron jacket (Frost and Ashby, 1982) and converted to shear
where M is the torque, d is the diameter of the sample, and n is the stress exponent (Paterson and Olgaard, 2000) . n is an unknown empirical parameter that is experimentally determined for a given sample by conducting a strain rate stepping experiment and corresponds to the slope of the log-log plot of radial displacement rate (θ ) vs. M : n = d lnθ d ln M (Paterson and Olgaard, 2000) . Apparent melt viscosity, η app , during deformation was calculated: η app (t) = τ (t) γ . The relative viscosity, η rel , is given:
Microstructural analysis
After deformation, all samples were imaged in 3D in their iron jackets using XCT. To keep the image size manageable for processing, the voxel length was set to 15 μm (voxel volume: 3375 μm 3 ); this did not provide enough resolution to image bubbles with semi-major axes less than ∼15 μm.
After preliminary imaging in the iron jacket, the samples and adjoining permeable spacers (and their encompassing jackets) were cut out of the sample assembly and placed in a solution of 50% nitric acid and 50% hydrochloric acid; this solution dissolved the iron jacket without damaging the sample microstructure. Sam- ples were then placed in epoxy and polished to expose their longitudinal tangential surface, which represents the plane of maximum shear strain (Paterson and Olgaard, 2000) .
Microstructural imaging of the samples was carried out using a Mira3 TESCAN scanning electron microscope (SEM; BRGM/Université d'Orléans/ISTO, Orléans, France). The total porosities, 2D bubble geometries, and 2D bubble number densities were determined for the starting material and deformed samples by segmenting SEM images using image-processing software (ImageJ). Bubble geometry was described by the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the best-fit ellipse of each bubble and the angle between the semi-major axis and the spacer interface, θ (Fig. 1 ).
Results

Mechanical data
We performed seven constant strain rate experiments and one strain rate stepping experiment (Table 1) . Using the data provided by the strain rate stepping experiment (PP439), we found a stress exponent, n, of 1.45 ( Fig. 4) , consistent with shear thinning behaviour (Arbaret et al., 2007) . This value is confirmed by the n-value determined using the recorded torque at γ ∼ 1 for all constant shear strain rate experiments performed under the same pressure and temperature conditions and normalized to a standard sample length and diameter, as described by Champallier et al. (2008) (Fig. 4) . We emphasize that we chose γ ∼ 1 since all samples exhibited steady state behaviour up to this strain. However, those samples deformed at high shear strain rate experienced an increase in shear stress with increasing shear strain (strain hardening), thus the value of n given here may not adequately describe the data beyond γ ∼ 1. Similarly, we cannot be certain of the non-Newtonian behaviour of the magmas after γ ∼ 1. We note that strain hardening has been observed in simple shear deformation of phonolitic magmas under similar conditions to this study and has been attributed to deformation of the iron jacket (Caricchi et al., 2011) ; we observed no wrinkling of the iron jacket during our experiments and have no reason to believe that this behaviour is an artefact of our experimental protocol.
The apparent viscosities at γ ∼ 1 for all experiments ranged between 2.5 × 10 10 and 1 × 10 10 Pa s (Table 1 ) and the relative viscosities were less than 0.6 for all experiments. A stress-strain plot for all constant strain rate experiments is presented in Fig. 5 and the onset of permeability development is indicated for each experiment (Fig. 5, inset) .
Permeability developed in samples deformed at shear strain rates greater than ∼2 × 10 −4 s −1 (experiments PP508, PP443, and PP509). At shear strain rates in excess of 4.5 × 10 −4 s −1 (PP443, PP508), permeability developed immediately after the onset of inelastic deformation (Fig. 5, inset) . PP508 experienced four stress drops before the pore fluid pressures equilibrated. We highlight that PP443 was performed at a temperature of 870 • C to ensure that the melt viscosity was such that the glass transition could be crossed, inducing a brittle response in the sample. PP509
(γ = 4.5 × 10 −4 s −1 ) strain hardened after γ ∼ 1 and permeability developed in the course of strain hardening at γ ∼ 3.5 (Fig. 5 , inset); the stress drop at the end of the experiment occurred in conjunction with the equilibration of the pore fluid pressures (see Fig. SM .3 in Supplementary Material). We stress that we did not observe any perturbation in sample temperature with outgassing, as reported by Caricchi et al. (2011) . Experiment PP444 (γ = 4.5 × 10 −4 s −1 ) was terminated at γ ∼ 1.6 to investigate the microstructure of the sample before strain hardening could begin. PP512
(γ = 1.8 × 10 −4 s −1 ) experienced significant strain hardening but it is unclear from the pore fluid pressure data (see Supplementary Material) if this sample became permeable before the end of the experiment as the jacket ruptured, ending the experiment. Samples deformed at shear strain rates < 2.2 × 10 −4 s −1 (PP511 and PP545) did not exhibit significant strain hardening nor did they become permeable; these experiments were terminated at γ ∼ 7 ( Fig. 5 ). We note that while PP511 (γ = 2.2 × 10 −4 s −1 ) exhibited an initial period of strain hardening, the sample strain weakened after γ ∼ 1.5 until the end of the experiment. All pore fluid pressure data can be found in Fig. SM.3 of the Supplementary Material.
Sample microstructure
In all experiments, bubbles are deformed and their semimajor axes define the dominant sample foliation (see the Supplementary Material for the sample-wide microstructure of the deformed samples). Calculated 2D bubble densities are consistent with the starting material (0.002 μm −2 ), with the exception of PP509 (0.001 μm −2 ), and we do not observe microstructure indicative of bubble coalescence.
Five of the deformed samples (PP508, PP443, PP444, PP509, and PP512) contain fractures and all samples that became permeable contain en échelon fracture arrays (Fig. 6 ). These fractures are situated around the outer circumferences of the samples where shear strains are largest and fracture tips are oriented between 34 and 67 • to the shear zone boundaries (Fig. 6 ). At high strain rate but low strain (e.g. PP443), fractures nucleated at bubble-melt interfaces and in the middle of the melt phase ( Fig. 7A) . At small strain, these short fractures propagated and interacted ( Figs. 7A and B ) and appear to have begun to coalesce as the melt bridges between fractures began to thin (Fig. 7B) .
At moderate strain rates and large strain (e.g. PP509 and PP512), bubbles intersect and impinge on the fractures (Figs. 7C and D) and the fracture tips are offset along bubble semi-major axes (Fig. 7C) , demonstrating that fracture rupture and propagation were concomitant with shear. We do not observe shear displacement of bisected bubbles along the fracture planes (Fig. 7C) . In experiment PP509, some fractures became sigmoidal, signalling several fracture generations (Fig. 6 ) and the most rotated of these fractures are surrounded by zones of bubble-bereft melt (Fig. SM.4D) . We also observe that in PP509 the fractures are localized in a band along the sample periphery (Fig. 6 ). With the exception of PP508 (discussed below), fracture density increases with increasing shear strain rate. The microstructure of experiment PP545 could not be accurately determined as the sample broke upon being taken out of the deformation apparatus. Inspection of spacer interfaces showed no slip along the spacer surfaces and the mechanical data were not suspect. The sample remained impermeable during deformation (see Fig. SM .3G of the Supplementary Material).
Discussion
Dominant structural features
Bubbles as passive strain markers
In all samples, the orientation of the semi-major axes of the elongated bubbles defines the global, shear-induced foliation. In steady flow, these orientations record strain, even under the influence of a restoring surface tension force (Rust et al., 2003) and, critically, Arbaret et al. (2007) found that deformed bubbles acted as ideal passive strain markers in haplogranitic melts deformed under similar conditions as the present study. The accumulated strain recorded by a rigid body rotated in simple shear can be calculated: γ = 2 tan 2θ (Ramsay, 1980) , where θ is the orientation of the body's semi-major axis with respect to the shear zone boundary. If we assume that bubbles act as proxies for the strain ellipse of the deforming system (that is, they are passively rotating features), then, to a first order, θ is oriented at 45 • to the shear zone boundary when deformation commences and approaches 0 • with increasing strain (Fig. 8) . We compare the weighted mean of the bubble orientations and known bulk strains of the imaged sections for each experiment with the strain predicted by the passive rotation of the strain ellipse ( Fig. 8) . Despite our experiments having been performed under unsteady flow conditions, the calculated shear strains are in agreement with those predicted for the rotation of a rigid passive strain marker in simple shear (Fig. 8) . While the standard deviation in bubble orientations suggests that, locally, strain and strain rate may have varied from the bulk behaviour of the sample, bubble orientations still reflect the total bulk strain expected, even in the presence of fractures (e.g. PP509, Fig. 8 ). Thus, we conclude that the fractures must have also behaved as passive structures after formation.
The development and evolution of a fracture network
In this study, permeability was established via the formation of fractures. The orientations of the tips of these fractures range between 34 and 67 • with respect to the shear zone boundary, similar to those observed experimentally by Okumura et al. (2010) . In PP509 and PP512, fracture tips are offset along foliation (Fig. 7C ) indicating that they, at some point, propagated synchronously with shear, though we cannot confirm that the fractures propagated continuously after formation. Critically, we observe no displacement of bisected bubbles along the fracture lengths that would suggest shear displacement along these features (Fig. 7C , white arrow). We conclude that the fractures formed in our experiments are neither shear fractures nor Riedel shears but are, instead, (Ramsay, 1980) . Filled circles are the weighted mean values of bubble orientation for the experiments in this study; vertical lines give orientations within one standard deviation of the mean bubble orientation. purely extensional (Mode I) features and likely initiated at 45 • to the shear zone boundary (Ramsay, 1980) . If these features are purely extensional, they opened in the direction of the least compressive stress, σ 3 , propagated in the direction of the principal compressive stress, σ 1 , and did not accommodate significant strain until they were passively rotated and entrained into the shear direction (Ramsay, 1980) . While we do not consistently observe fracture tip orientations of 45 • in all samples, these orientations are common in PP443 (Fig. 6) where fractures developed shortly after deformation commenced. In that sample, we observe two types of fracture nucleation; fractures nucleated either within the melt phase (Fig. 7A) or at pore-melt interfaces (Figs. 7A and B) . The latter bear a strong resemblance to pore-emanating fractures, as described by Sammis and Ashby (1986) . In that study, spherical voids locally perturbed the stress field such that extension fractures developed during deformation and propagated in the direction of σ 1 and opened in the direction of σ 3 . When unconfined ( P eff = 0), these fractures continued to propagate in σ 1 , eventually resulting in sample-wide planes of failure. However, as confining pressure was increased, these fractures began to coalesce at an angle to σ 1 (usually ∼30 • ), resulting in macroscopic failure in shear (Sammis and Ashby, 1986) . In our samples, we see no evidence to suggest that the Mode I fractures coalesced to give rise to shear fractures on the timescales of deformation (Fig. 6) , though, as a whole, they do appear to have localized in a band in PP509. Our observations are consistent with Mode I fracture development when P eff = 0 MPa.
As fractures grew and propagated, dilating and creating more void space, the pore fluid pressure was locally reduced. The pressure gradient between the pores (60 MPa) and the propagating fractures ( 60 MPa) promoted bubble evacuation into the fractures over time (Fig. 7D) . In pyroclastic obsidians, fracture development provides low pressure and/or high temperature sites that encourage diffusion of H 2 O through the melt phase and into fractures, resulting in gas escape and recorded by dehydrated halos around healed fractures (Cabrera et al., 2011) . We emphasize that the pore fluid in our experiments is argon, which has a much lower solubility in silicate melts than H 2 O (Carroll and Stolper, 1993) . Therefore, while diffusion is the dominant mechanism for H 2 O transport toward fractures in natural rhyolites, diffusive mass transport was not likely to have been operative in our system.
Volatile migration into fractures in our experiments was a slow and inefficient process and the depletion in bubbles surrounding fractures likely resulted from the evacuation of bubbles intersected by fractures.
The deformed bubbles in PP509 acted as local strain markers, mapping the instantaneous shear strain and shear strain rate between fractures (Fig. SM.4D) . These values indicate that shear was localized in the centre of the sample, and petered off towards the spacers. The resultant shear strain rate gradient across the sample gave rise to the sigmoidal shape of the fractures (Lisle, 2013) ; the sigmoidal fracture geometry resulted from the passive rotation of the centres of the fractures as deformation continued, as opposed to being controlled by the mechanical competence of the bridging melt segments (see Fig. 2 of Lisle, 2013) . As such, the strain recorded by the central portion of these fractures can be used to determine when, during deformation, they formed. By comparing the initial and final fracture orientations, we can calculate the strain accumulated during the passive rotation of these features (Ramsay, 1980) : γ = cot α − cot α , where α is the initial orientation of the fracture and α is the orientation of the fracture after deformation. In our system, we assume α = 45 • and α is the angle formed between the spacer interface and the centres of the sigmoidal fractures. By calculating the strains recorded by these rotated features, we can locate their formation on the stress-strain curves (Fig. 5, inset) .
At strain rates higher than 5 × 10 −4 s −1 (PP508, PP443) fractures formed shortly after deformation began, suggesting that the material was entirely brittle. At strain rates between ∼2 × 10 −4 and 5 × 10 −4 s −1 (PP509 and PP512), fracture formation occurred after an initial deformation of at least γ ∼ 1 and was associated with strain hardening. Below γ ∼ 1, samples show little to no strain hardening and there is no evidence of Mode I fracture development. Indeed, the first generation of Mode I fractures in PP509 records a shear strain of γ ∼ 2, placing their formation around γ ∼ 1, where the sample began to exhibit strain hardening. This is reinforced by the single tension gash developed in PP444: it is not sigmoidal, indicating that it was newly formed just prior to the end of that experiment.
Fracture-induced mechanical response or experimental artefacts?
We observed instantaneous drops in stress during deformation in two experiments (i.e. PP508 and PP509; Fig. 5 ). In torsion, the observation of stress drops during deformation often reflects the development of a sample-scale helical fracture that results in a significant loss of competence of the sample (Rybacki et al., 2010) . Further, the observation of oscillatory stress drops during deformation has been interpreted as reflecting fracture and healing cycles in magma .
In experiment PP509, the drop in stress (Fig. 5) was associated with the equilibration of pore fluid pressures, confirming that the formation of the Mode I fractures did not significantly alter the mechanical behaviour of the magmas. Indeed, given the orientation of these features and the lack of evidence that they localized shear strain upon formation, we would not expect Mode I fractures to decrease sample competence.
We highlight that the periodic stress drops observed in experiment PP508 were not related to pore pressure equilibration (see Supplementary Material, Fig. SM.3A) , sample-wide helical fracture (Fig. 6) , or fracture-healing cycles. While the sample did fracture in Mode I and pore fluid equilibration occurred, its material strength was close enough to the friction existent between spacers that slip along these interfaces is likely. Indeed, the strain recorded by the strain markers scribed onto the jacket (Table 1) shows that only a fraction of the predicted strain (Fig. 5) was accommodated by the sample, confirming that strain was partitioned elsewhere in the system. No slip along spacer interfaces was recorded by the scribed strain markers, leading us to surmise that slip occurred along the upper (or lower) spacer and assembly head interface(s) (see Supplementary Material for a detailed discussion). We conclude that the periodic losses of strength observed during deformation were experimental artefacts related to slip along the interfaces between the spacers and sample assembly head, a consequence of a high shear strain rate that overcame the friction along these surfaces. We, therefore, hazard caution of the interpretation of the mechanical data for PP508.
The brittle-viscous transition: tearing up magma
While experiment PP443 behaved in a purely brittle manner, experiments PP509 and PP512 typify brittle-ductile shear zones (Ramsay, 1980) . Both these samples displayed strain hardening behaviour, which may have been a symptom of local increases in viscosity due to bubble and volatile loss (Schmocker et al., 2003; Shields et al., 2014) , as suggested by the decrease in bubble density observed in PP509. In our experiments, older generations of fractures are surrounded by bubble-depleted zones (Fig. SM.4D) , which is perhaps a result of differential pressure-induced bubble evacuation into the fractures (see Section 4.1.2). This may have led to a local increase in the bulk viscosity of the magma, resulting in strain hardening. However, in PP512 -which experienced significant strain hardening -we find no evidence of bubble-bereft zones surrounding the fractures. Therefore, aspiration of bubbles into these fractures was not the reason for the observed strain hardening.
In a silicate melt, non-Newtonian viscous flow precedes brittle failure and, ultimately, fracture of silicic magmas occurs when the tensile strength of the magma is exceeded (Webb and Dingwell, 1990a) . The relaxation timescale, t c , for a melt of given viscosity is given by the Maxwell relationship:
G ∞ , the unrelaxed elastic shear modulus, is 10 10 Pa for silicate melts (Webb and Dingwell, 1990b) . The onset of non-Newtonian behaviour has been observed to occur at strain rates three orders of magnitude less than the inverse of the structural relaxation time of the liquid (Webb and Dingwell, 1990b ). In our system, using a melt viscosity of 10 11.0 Pa s (Hess et al., 2001) , the onset of non-Newtonian behaviour should occur at shear strain rates faster than 10 −4 s −1 and brittle failure of the melt phase is expected at strain rates one order of magnitude above this (10 −3 s −1 ). While our experiments appear consistent with non-Newtonian shear thinning behaviour below γ ∼ 1 ( Fig. 4 ; see Supplementary Material), this is very likely a result of the presence of highly deformed inviscid bubbles, which increasingly act to limit viscous dissipation in the suspension as bubbles become progressively more deformed (Rust and Manga, 2002) .
We posit that the strain hardening of the samples likely reflects the accumulation of stress within the melt and precedes eventual fracture. Indeed, changes in n suggest changes in deformation mechanism (Paterson and Olgaard, 2000) and are consistent with a transition to more brittle behaviour. We note that the degree of strain hardening in PP509 is smaller than in PP512, despite PP509 having been deformed at a faster strain rate. Several generations of tension gash are present in PP509, reflecting multiple excursions across the viscous-brittle transition. Indeed, fracture development began shortly after γ ∼ 1, punctually releasing local build-ups in stresses and globally reducing the strain hardening of the sample. Further, we observe that the Mode I fractures in PP509 form a band across the sample (Fig. 6 ). This band likely localized shear as the fractures became sigmoidal, muting the strain hardening response of the sample during deformation.
Mode I fracture development at strain rates below those predicted for pure melts may indicate strain rate heterogeneities in the sample, or that Mode I fracture development occurs during bubble-induced non-Newtonian flow and dominates in the more ductile end of the brittle-ductile spectrum (Lavallée et al., 2013) . If the latter is true, then extension fractures may occur at relatively low strain rates in the conduit and be antecedent to shear fracture development. We emphasize that, at very low strain rates (<2 × 10 −4 s −1 ), the rate of deformation was slow enough that the melt could relax and continue to flow and no Mode I fractures developed; neither fracture nor outgassing occurred under these conditions.
The efficacy of gas escape
We can qualitatively compare the efficacy of gas egress across our samples (Fig. 9A ). In the purely brittle case, PP443, several short fractures were created early during deformation (Figs. 5 and 6) . None of these fractures extend across the whole sample and gas flow was dependent on the interconnection of these short, shattered channels. In contrast, in samples where brittle and viscous processes worked in tandem (e.g. PP509 and PP512), fractures are well-developed and extend along the entire length of the sample. Despite taking longer to form, these features are less tortuous and, therefore, more permeable than the fractures formed by purely brittle behaviour (Fig. 9A) . Thus, at the onset of percolation, gas egress was most efficient at moderate strain rates (∼4.5 × 10 −4 s −1 ; Fig. 9A ). We emphasize that the deformation of PP443 was terminated upon gas percolation and, so, integrated over the same deformation timescale as PP509 (that is, to γ ∼ 3.5), the permeability of PP443 would be expected to be very high owing to the continued brecciation of the sample during deformation. However, given the relative scale of these fractures, such a brecciated zone likely would not extend far into a volcanic conduit, limiting the region outgassed by these features.
Opening a closed system: implications for the explosive-effusive transition of volcanic eruptions
Mode I fractures are not a rarity in volcanic systems. Indeed, occurrences of Mode I fractures, so called tension gashes, have been documented at trachybasaltic volcanic dyke margins (Petronis et al., 2013) and in obsidian flows (Shields et al., 2016) . En échelon, elongate, fissure-like pores have also been interpreted as extension features reflecting the transition from viscous to brittle deformation in extruding dacitic lava domes (Smith et al., 2001) . Significantly, variably-healed and ash-filled shear and extension fractures have been identified in rhyolitic systems at exposed conduit margins (Stasiuk et al., 1996; Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005) and in ballistic bombs , suggesting that fracture processes are common in the upper conduit. Indeed, our experiments demonstrate that these processes can occur under conditions appropriate for effusion in the upper conduit where melt viscosities are high (Goto, 1999) and shear strain rates range between 10 −2 and 10 −6 s −1 (Tuffen et al., 2003) .
Depending on the initial water content of a rhyolitic melt phase in nature, the bubble fraction used in this study may correspond to anywhere above 3500 m depth, for H 2 O contents less than 5 wt.% (Okumura et al., 2009 and references therein). Consider, for instance, two rhyolitic eruptions that show evidence of syneruptive magma fracture: the 19-21 Ma eruption at Mule Creek (New Mexico, USA; Stasiuk et al., 1996) and the 2008 eruption of volcán Chaitén (Chile; Castro and Dingwell, 2009 ). In those systems, we estimate that the magmas had bubble fractions of ∼0.14 at depths of 1200 m and 2400 m at Mule Creek and Chaitén, respectively [we estimated H 2 O saturation pressures using VolatileCalc (Newman and Lowenstern, 2002) and the preeruptive water contents and magma temperatures from Stasiuk et al. (1996) and Castro and Dingwell (2009) ; vesicularity was estimated following Jaupart and Tait (1990) and we calculated depths assuming lithostatic pressure]. These estimates assume equilibrium dehydration and closed system degassing, which may not be an appropriate model when gas can be siphoned out of the magma along conduit margins and into the surrounding country rock (Stasiuk et al., 1996) . Thus, these calculations likely overestimate the vesicularities of these systems at any given depth. It is therefore reasonable that the fracture mechanisms highlighted in this study are operative within the upper conduit, though we stress that several outgassing mechanisms are likely active concurrently. While bubble coalescence may dominate at high bubble fractions, as gas continues to be lost from the system, magma fracture will become increasingly important, further facilitating gas escape.
In the upper conduit, shear-induced fractures at conduit margins form efficient outgassing pathways (Goto, 1999; Gonnermann and Manga, 2003) but, since shear fractures are prone to closure as they accommodate strain (Okumura et al., 2010) or heal (Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005) , repeated fracture events may be needed to maintain permeability. Critically, the application of a constant shear strain rate in our experiments appears to keep low-pressure extension zones open up to high strain (e.g. PP509). The passive nature of the Mode I fractures in the present study suggests that they remain ideal, and long-lived, outgassing channels until they are rotated into the shearing direction. Furthermore, we demonstrate that repeated fracture events occur under continuous shear, maintaining the permeable network as deformation continues (as demonstrated in PP509).
Finally, while fracture density is largest at the conduit margins because of locally high strain rates (Lavallée et al., 2013) , outgassing through shear fractures may be inefficient since these features are not ideally oriented to facilitate outgassing of the conduit centre (Okumura et al., 2010; Castro et al., 2012) . In our experiments, we find no microstructural evidence of shear fractures (though the Mode I fractures may eventually become rotated into the shear direction and, belatedly, localize strain). Instead, Mode I fractures, like Riedel shears (Laumonier et al., 2011) , provide ideally oriented outgassing paths from more central regions of the conduit to the conduit margins (Fig. 9B) . Therefore, shear-induced fracture geometries do not exclude outgassing of the centre of the magma column and may play a critical role in diffusing gas overpressures in that region of the conduit.
Conclusions
The deformation mechanisms associated with permeability development in magma have a profound influence on the longevity and geometry of these outgassing networks. We highlight the importance of Mode I (extension) fractures as passive and relatively long-lived features that assist outgassing at conduit margins. In our experiments, Mode I fractures form efficient outgassing networks, at once creating low-tortuosity pathways across sample lengths and low-pressure void spaces that may siphon surrounding volatiles out of the magma. These fractures localize little strain and, therefore, have a limited effect on the mechanical behaviour of the material until they are rotated into the direction of shear, at which point, they may begin to induce a strain weakening response. At high strain rates and low shear strain, in particular, fracture density is high but fractures are short and gas escape is inefficient, relying on the interconnection of thin fractures to deliver gas across the system. While at lower strain rates fractures take longer to develop, they extend across the whole sample, creating efficient networks for gas escape. Repeated fracture events and relatively low strain localization ensure that these fracture networks encourage sustained outgassing. Critically, when applied to a volcanic setting, the fracture network geometry creates fluid flow pathways that extend from the centre of the volcanic conduit, directing gas upward and outward toward the conduit rim, modulating gas escape and favouring magma effusion.
